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Abstract: In paper solve the task assessment of dependence of quality of implementation of strategy of the
knowledge-intensive enterprise from structure of motivation of its personnel. Special attention is deserved by
opening within the Russian theory of the fifth type of motivation. Working hypothesis of research is the
assumption that the greatest compliance of the actual indicators planned at implementation of administrative
strategy is reached on condition that the structure of motivation of the personnel of the knowledge-intensive
enterprise.
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INTRODUCTION defines efficiency of activity of the organization [1, 2],

One of significant problems of modern management There is also a number of the scientific works devoted to
of development knowledge-intensive production plants in an assessment of correlation dependence of motivation
long-term prospect is the assessment of probability of and results of activity of the enterprise [4, 5]. However
implementation of the chosen strategy of development. now there are no works investigating interrelation of
Now the given problem is solved by means of the variable structure of motivation of the personnel of the enterprise
forecasting which most widespread format is research of and emergence of risks, scenarios of development
three types of scenarios: pessimistic, the most probable interfering execution – the exception is a number of works
and optimistic which key characteristics are defined by a establishing interrelation of motivation of persons, making
set of risks of development. Thus within the risks decisions  and  results  of  activity  of the organizations
connected with influence of so-called "human factor", [for example, 6] that significantly narrows area of possible
allocate, as a rule, only personnel and organizational risks, emergence of risks. Thus, there is a need of assessment of
disregarding specific features of the people providing influence of motivation of personnel of organization on
productivity and efficiency of activity of the enterprises probability of execution of the chosen strategy of
of considered type. development which will allow to increase the accuracy of

The purpose of this work is the assessment of forecasting of developments of subjects of managing.
dependence of quality of implementation of strategy of Within this direction the research analyzing the
the knowledge-intensive enterprise from structure of corresponding dependences in the knowledge-intensive
motivation of its personnel. Working hypothesis of manufacturing enterprises was conducted.
research is the assumption that the greatest compliance of
the actual indicators planned at implementation of Method: As the basic theory of motivation of this
administrative strategy is reached on condition that the research the theory of motivation of V.I.Gerchikov was
structure of motivation of the personnel of the chosen [7]. It was chosen as most corresponding to
knowledge-intensive enterprise is balanced from the features of development of the personnel of the
assessment of motivation positions of V.I. Gerchikov. organization in the Russian conditions. Having carried out

The analysis of existing researches of thousands interviews to the staff of the Russian
interdependence of motivation and results of activity of enterprises  of  different   level,   the   Russian  scientist
the organization shows that this factor substantially V.I.  Gerchikov  drew  a  conclusion  on  existence  of   five

quality  of  use of resources of the enterprise [3], etc.
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types of labor motivation. For people of instrumental type
work in itself doesn't represent any value: they are
interested in a reward and if the last meets requirements of
the worker, he will perform works of any type. The
employee with professional motivation, on the contrary,
appreciates not only and not so much material
remuneration, but the content of the work, that is looks for
opportunity to prove that is capable to perform work
which cannot be done by everyone and satisfied by the
very fact of accomplishment of work. The worker with
master's  motivation  seeks  to assume full responsibility
for good reason and is ready to perform work with the
maximum return, without insisting on its special interest or
high  payment,  but without any control from outside.
Such worker seems to be the ideal employee, however it
has shortcomings – it is very difficult to control him as he
considers that he is independently capable to regulate
both  his own  activity  and  activity  of  subordinates.
The worker of patriotic type first of all feels need for being
necessary to the organization, most of all appreciates
productivity of common cause and recognition by the
management of the merits, than money or status value of
work. But the special attention is deserved by opening
within the Russian theory of the fifth type of motivation.
It was revealed that there is a category of people who
don't seek to work at all and do only that, for what they
will be not punished by the boss, that is a basic and only
motivator for this category of workers is the fear.
Gerchikov called this type escaping, or lumpen. The share
of employees of this kind in the Russian companies is
quite high and can reach 30%.

For this research there was analyzed activity of 8
Russian knowledge-intensive manufacturing enterprises
of the various spheres which distinctive feature was
obligatory use of own technology and existence of own
production base. The assessment of structure of
motivation of the personnel was carried out with the use
of the author's questionnaire of Gerchikov, selection of
the  interrogated  workers  was  statistically significant.
The conducted research allowed receiving the following
main results (Table 1), thus prevailing types of motivation
whereas in reality people can possess the set of
motivational characteristics relating to various types are
presented in this table. This simplification was made for
the purpose of simplification of process of check of a
basic hypothesis as the priority profile of motivation for
the knowledge-intensive enterprises was formulated from
positions of expressed motivational profile.

From the data provided in tab. 1 it is visible that the
most smoothed is the range of a share of workers with
tool motivation whereas the greatest dispersion is
observed on workers of escaping type of motivation.

Table 1: Structure of motivation of the personnel of the knowledge-
intensive manufacturing enterprises

Share of people with a certain type of motivation, %
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Escaping
Enterprise No. Instrumental Professional Patriotic Master (Lumpen)

1 38 21 8 2 31
2 34 49 4 6 3
3 56 28 11 1 4
4 44 21 14 0 21
5 34 56 2 5 3
6 40 37 8 9 6
7 47 19 9 0,5 24,5
8 32 59 0 7 2

Further the interrelation between prevalence of
certain types of motivation and result of implementation
of the plan was analyzed and there was accepted working
hypothesis that owing to features of motivation workers
with escaping and master's motivation have to have the
greatest impact on plan execution. Within this comparison
strong direct dependence between a share of workers with
professional motivation and percent of execution of
planned indicators (the coefficient of correlation of
Pearson made +0,733) and also strong inverse relationship
between a share of workers with escaping motivation and
percent of implementation of the plan (-0,827) was
revealed.

Thus, at a stage of planning it is necessary to pay
considerable attention to a share of workers with escaping
motivation as they create a peculiar internal entropy in
sociotechnical system of the knowledge-intensive
manufacturing enterprise. If the specific weight of the
personnel with motivation of this type exceeds 20%,
achievement of target indicators of the strategic plan is
improbable, even in case of an assessment of prospects
according to the pessimistic scenario. At the same time
existence of rather large number of workers with
professional motivation is the precondition of execution
of the strategic plan whereas the initial hypothesis of the
importance of master's motivation wasn't confirmed
(coefficient of correlation made +0,363). Graphics like
dependence of execution of the plan on a share of
employees with escaping and professional motivation
types and also lines of a trend of the specified
dependences, are presented in Fig. 1 and 2 respectively.

At the following stage of the undertaken research on
the basis of the analysis of process of implementation of
the strategic plan of the considered knowledge-intensive
enterprises  from   positions   of   efficiency   of   use  of
the  personnel  of various  type  of  motivation  there  was
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Fig. 1: Share of employees with escaping type of motivation and the line of a trend of this parameter for the knowledge-
intensive enterprises

Fig. 2: Share of employees with professional type of motivation and the line of a trend of this parameter for the
knowledge-intensive enterprises

revealed priority structure of motivation at which five types of motivation) is estimated, then the total
providing high level of performance of planned indicators deviation is defined by a way of summation of private
is  provided.  Further the analysis of a deviation of the deviations. Implementation of such approach in this case
actual structure of motivation from priority was defined: is possible as the analysis of process of execution of the
first of all the deviation on private indicators (in terms of chosen  strategy  of the   knowledge-intensive  enterprise
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Fig. 3: The logarithmic trend characterizing influence of balance of a motivational profile of the personnel of the
knowledge-intensive enterprise on execution of the strategic plan

showed that effective use of the personnel with adjacent motivation for probability of execution of the strategic
type of motivation in reference to priority is observed in plan by means of reduction of analyzed parameters to a
most cases. share of employees with escaping and professional

Then there were accepted working hypotheses of motivation, doesn't allow to provide the necessary
interrelation between balance of structure of motivation in accuracy of forecasting of results of execution of the
relation  to priority and execution of the strategic plan and strategic plan in case of the knowledge-intensive
also about interdependence of balance of key types of enterprise. Graphically revealed dependence of influence
motivation (escaping and professional) and percent of of motivational balance for percent of execution of the
achievement of planned indicators. The carried-out strategic plan is presented in Fig. 3.
correlation analysis allowed to confirm the first From the provided data it is clear that the revealed
hypothesis (the coefficient of correlation made +0,827) dependence is logarithmic that has to be considered at
and to disprove the second (coefficient of correlation creation of function of forecasting of probability of
0,104). execution of the strategic plan of the knowledge-intensive

Thus, balance of structure of the personnel on manufacturing enterprise on a factor of balance of a
motivation has considerable impact on ensuring execution motivational profile. Then this probability can be
of the strategic development plan of the knowledge- formalized in the following general view:
intensive manufacturing enterprise whereas ensuring
balance only on professional and escaping motivation Prpl = f (Esc, Prof, Bal),
doesn't allow to create a condition for implementation of
the plan. Therefore, when forecasting results of execution where Prpl - probability of execution of the strategic plan
of strategy besides an assessment of a share of the of the knowledge-intensive manufacturing enterprise, %;
personnel with escaping motivation as key risk factor, it
is necessary to determine balance of the personnel by Esc – A share of workers with the prevailing escaping
structure as existence of imbalance is an additional risk motivation which influence on probability of
factor too. execution of the strategic plan of the knowledge-

Approach simplification which was possible intensive manufacturing enterprise has
following the results of testing of influence of prevailing polynomial character;
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Prof – A share of workers with the prevailing Secondly, the basis for updating of the strategic plan
professional motivation which influence on towards reduction is also imbalance of the personnel on
probability of execution of the strategic plan of structure – the last indicator is higher, the it is less
the knowledge-intensive manufacturing enterprise probability of execution of the most probable scenario at
has polynomial character; strategy realization. In the third, balance of a motivational

Bal – Level of balance of a motivational profile of the profile of the personnel allows to assume high probability
workers, which influence on probability of of achievement of the indicators of productivity put in the
execution of the strategic plan of the knowledge- strategic plan and efficiency, but, at the same time, doesn't
intensive  manufacturing  enterprise has create sufficient preconditions for forecasting of
logarithmic character. observance of dates of performance of separate measures

Thus the precise functions used within presented, structure of the personnel allows to predict with bigger
are defined with specific features of development of the probability entering of changes into the existing strategic
knowledge-intensive manufacturing enterprise, analyzed plan at correction of a condition internal and external
in dynamics for sufficient for ensuring reliability of the environment of the knowledge-intensive enterprise of the
revealed dependences a time interval. production sphere. 

Within the real research there was also checked the
assumption of dependence existence between the CONCLUSIONS
developed and balanced motivational profile of the
enterprise and rhythm of production within which a Thus, the basic hypothesis of research found the
dependent variable was rhythm of production and confirmation when testing with use of a factual material.
independent – balance of a motivational profile of At the same time it should be noted that the received
employees [4]. However this hypothesis wasn't confirmed results possess average degree of the reliability caused
(the coefficient of correlation made - 0,094) from what it is by rather small selection that assumes need of
possible to draw a conclusion that as a whole execution confirmation of the received scientific results within
of the strategic plan is in dependence from balance of additional research. Besides, additional research is
prevailing types of motivation of employees, however this demanded, in our opinion, by dependence establishment
factor has no impact on rhythm of execution of the plan. between a motivational profile of the knowledge-intensive

Thereof balance of a motivational profile can't be enterprise of the production sphere and a level of quality
considered as a factor influencing observance of dates of of adaptation of the organization of this type to change of
performance of the strategic plan that it is necessary to a condition internal and external environment that is
consider when forecasting probability of execution of caused by a number of the conclusions received within
strategy not by estimated results, but on terms of their presented research.
achievement [8]. This fact can be explained by that the
balance of motivational structure allows to provide timely REFERENCES
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